Department of Civil Engineering

Project Laboratory

The Department of Civil Engineering has established the project lab in 2018 November for the benefit of the students and faculty to carry out their project and research work. The Project Laboratory offers the students, the opportunity to gain valuable hands-on experience with state-of-the-art environment where students become proficient in both the physical and creative skills needed in the field of Civil Engineering. The primary purpose of the lab is to provide the space and resources needed by students to carry out their Projects with Innovative Ideas. The Project Laboratory has a key role in promoting practical learning experience, a place where they develop creative proposals, and execute their final projects. This Project Lab is an open lab where all students have ready access to design their projects with innovative ideas. The lab also serves as a meeting location for groups of students working on team projects. The Project Lab is open in all working days for the student’s benefit.

Technical supports are given in the Laboratories for students project work during working hours. Laboratories kept open beyond office hours as per the request from the Students. Discussions and implementations of innovative ideas about mini projects and final year projects are carried out in an innovative manner. Project lab is also exclusive for research and project work with the hardware and software facilities.

Objectives:

- Project Lab is provided to execute Major project document and analysis using the facilities available.
- It provides working Environment to student for developing their projects.
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